
“She [Trudy] is hailed by peers as the leading female litigator in Idaho… and clients echo this praise.” 

BENCHMARK LITIGATION

After reviewing our firm’s casework and conducting extensive interviews with our clients and other Idaho litigators, 
BENCHMARK LITIGATION named our firm the “Idaho Litigation Firm of the Year” for the 4th consecutive year.

CHAMBERS USA interviewees state that “They [Gjording Fouser] have a great reputation;  
just them being named as our defense counsel has an impact on the case, as they garner a lot of respect.” 
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WE ARE TRUE TRIAL LAWYERS
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jury verdict trials over 
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Number of appeals argued before 
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Court of Appeals in the past 5 years

CHAMBERS USA interviewees state that Jack Gjording is “one of the best attorneys there is.” 

“She [Trudy] is hailed by peers as the leading female litigator in Idaho… and clients echo this praise.” 

BENCHMARK LITIGATION

U.S. NEWS-BEST LAWYERS ranked our firm in the highest category possible, tier 1, in the Idaho appellate category.
For the 8th year in a row, we are the only law firm to receive a tier 1 ranking in this category.

U.S. NEWS-BEST LAWYERS ranked our firm in the highest category possible, tier 1, in the Idaho appellate category.
For the 8th year in a row, we are the only law firm to receive a tier 1 ranking in this category.

CHAMBERS USA interviewees state that “They [Gjording Fouser] have a great reputation;  
just them being named as our defense counsel has an impact on the case, as they garner a lot of respect.” 

Gjording Fouser is one of three Idaho firms to be ranked as a  
“recommended” firm for Labor & Employment by national legal directory BENCHMARK LITIGATION

 Gjording Fouser represents and defends professionals, businesses and health care facilities 
in a variety of areas, including: appellate, employment law, 

insurance defense, medical malpractice defense, product liability and professional malpractice defense.
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